


retail collectionretail collection
Biossentials Retail Collection envelopes the senses with the purity
of nature in every one of our cruelty free natural products.

Select 100% pure essential oils and blends from our Aromatherapy Collection
for use at home, office or leisure. Invigorate or relax with our aromatic massage oils,
salt scrubs, body bars, environment sprays and scented organic products.

Step into natures garden with the delicate scent of organic lavender and bergamot
when you enjoy our popular Lavender Collection range of body and hair products.

When you care what goes on your skin Biossentials organic facial care range offers
the perfect choice. Select the cleanser, floral water, facial essence or moisturiser to suit
your skin type. Or try our top selling ‘home spa’ facial care kit for a professional
facial experience.

Love to venture into the Tropics then our exotic Asian inspired Tropical Spa range
is a sensory delight. Select from our essential oil blends, massage oils, body care
and lifestyle products created with pure flower and plant essences. Found in the
finest spas around the world you can have the same experience at home.
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how to usehow to use
INHALATION: Add 1-2 drops onto a tissue 
or handkerchief and inhale as required. 

STEAM INHALATION: Add 2-4 drops into 
a bowl of hot water and inhale the steamy 
vapour. 

DIFFUSION: Add 4-8 drops to the water in      
ultrasonic diffusers or aroma burners.

BODY MASSAGE: 
To 10ml of carrier oil add:
6-8 drops for adults. 2 drops for children.
1 drop for babies over 6 months. 

FACE MASSAGE: Add 1-2 drops to 5ml of    
carrier oil. 

ROOM SPRAY: Add 20-30 drops in spray 
bottle with 100ml water. Shake well before 
each use.  

BATH: Foot spa - add 4 drops/Bath - add 8 
drops to 1 tbsp milk (disperses oils). Shake 
and pour into water. Swish well and enjoy. 

COMPRESS: Add 8 drops to 200ml warm 
water. 



aromatherapy  collection collection  
Biossentials trusted range of aromatherapy products

and lifestyle accessories have been created with you in 
mind to gently balance, restore and rejuvenate body

and mind. Our vegan friendly, cruelty free range contains 
the very finest natural ingredients free from parabens, 
mineral oils, f i l lers, colourings, artif icial fragrances

and animal derived ingredients. Kind to you and the
environment our products has been expertly formulated 
by aromatherapy professionals to ensure you have the 

very finest aromatherapy experience.
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aromatherapyaromatherapy
essential oilsessential oils
Pure essential oils are derived from the precious living energy of plants including flowers, 
leaves, needles, bark, root, fruit rinds or resin. Highly concentrated, only a few drops of 
these precious oils are needed to enjoy their natural benefits. Every Biossentials Aromatherapy
essential oil or blend is produced from a single distillation and is not diluted, modified, 
blended or adulterated. Like a vintage wine, each oil will vary in aroma, intensity and
viscosity from year to year due to seasonal harvest conditions.

Biossentials single essential oils contain natural plant properties to balance, harmonise and 
restore body and mind. The art and science of Aromatherapy which recognises ancient and 
modern healing traditions, is based on utilising the therapeutic benefits of pure essential 
oils in a variety of ways. This includes aroma burner, inhalation, bath, foot spa, compress 
and room spray or blended in unscented carrier oil, balm or base products for skin and hair
applications. 

Every 10ml essential oil comes boxed with how-to-use instructions to ensure you have
the very finest aromatherapy experience.hh
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Bergamot Calabrian

Frankincense
Ginger

Grapefruit
Mandarin Oil

Patchouli
Peppermint 

Rose Geranium
Sandalwood Australian 10ml

Eucalyptus  Organic
Lavender Organic

Lemon Cold Pressed Organic
Lemongrass Organic

Orange, Sweet Organic
Rosemary Organic
Tea Tree Organic

Ylang Ylang Organic



Bergamot Calabrian
Frankincense

Ginger
Grapefruit

Mandarin Oil
Patchouli

Peppermint 
Rose Geranium

Sandalwood Australian 10ml
Eucalyptus  Organic

Lavender Organic
Lemon Cold Pressed Organic

Lemongrass Organic
Orange, Sweet Organic

Rosemary Organic
Tea Tree Organic

Ylang Ylang Organic

SCEOBERG10R
SCEOFRA10R
SCEOGIN10R
SCEOGRA10R
SCEOMAN10R
SCEOPAT10R
SCEOPEPM10R
SCESROSG10R
SCEOSANWA10R
SCEOEURO10R
SCEOLAV10R
SCEOLEMO10R
SCEOLEMGNO10R
SCEOORAS10R
SCEOROSMMO10R
SCEOTEAO10R
SCEOYLAC10R

essential oils 10mlessential oils 10ml
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essential oils 3% dilutionessential oils 3% dilution
Jasmine 3% |   SCEDJAS10R
Neroli 3% |   SCEDNER10R
Rose Damascena 3% |   SCEDROS10R



Biossentials essential oil blends
have been specially formulated by 
Aromatherapy professionals to take 
the guess work out of blending. Each 
concentrated blend is derived from 
100% pure essential oils carefully 
combined for their unique properties. 
The synergistic formula brings the very 
finest Aromatherapy experience for 
personal or professional use.

May be used in aroma burner,
room spray, bath, foot spa, inhalation,
compress or blended in Biossentials 
unscented carrier oil, balm or base 
products. 

• Every 10ml essential oil blend comes
boxed with how-to-use instructions

essential oil blendsessential oil blends
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BALANCE
SCMCBAL10R

with  bergamot, clary sage, geranium
Take time out, look after yourself and 

experience the gentle touch of pure essential 
oils to balance and harmonise. For PMS, 

painful periods and fluid retention dilute in 
carrier oil and massage into tummy, lower 

back, legs and feet.

BODY TONE
SCMCBOT10R

with black pepper, fennel, grapefruit
Pure plant extracts provide a warming and 
stimulating boost to tone and firm “orange 

peel” skin along with exercise and a healthy 
diet. Massage twice daily into affected areas.

BREATHE
SCMCBRE10R

with eucalyptus, myrtle, sea pine
 A refreshingly vibrant and cleansing blend to 
soothe congestion and irritation. For colds & 

flus use in a steam / tissue inhalation or dilute 
in a carrier oil or balm as a chest rub. Diffuse 

in an aroma-burner or use as a room spray,
for anti-microbial and antiseptic effect.

JETLAG / CIRCULATION 
SCMCCIR10R

with cajeput, cypress, petitgrain
When your body is feeling sluggish, 

congested or needs a boost aromatherapy 
massage is the perfect helper. After air travel 

or periods of inactivity use with lymphatic 
drainage massage on legs and feet and other 

affected areas as required.

CONCENTRATE
SCMCCON10R
with lemon, peppermint, rosemary
A great “wake-up” blend to help clear and 
refresh the mind. Research shows that 
various essential oils can stimulate the brain 
to enhance work efficiency and study. Useful 
at home or in the office or wherever clarity 
and concentration is needed. 

SPORTS RUB / REVIVE RUB
SCMCMUS10R
with nutmeg, tropical basil, rosemary
Bring warming comfort to general aches and 
pains with an aromatherapy massage. The 
soothing properties of pure essential oils 
together with the benefits of massage help 
to give temporary relief to muscular tension, 
stress and lower back pain. Massage into 
affected areas as required. Or use after sports 
or a workout at the gym. 

PEACEFUL
SCMCPSLE10R
with lavender, marjoram, sandalwood
Essential oils are nature’s gift with soothing 
qualities to relax and calm a busy and active 
mind. Great for children too. Diffuse in aroma 
burner before sleep or place on tissue near 
pillow. 

RELAX
SCMCREL10R
with lavender, mandarin, patchouli
Life can be stressful and hectic. 
Aromatherapy offers calming properties
that gently unwind and lift the senses. As
you inhale the nurturing and grounding aromas 
feel your spirit gently refreshed and relaxed.
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Biossentials aromatherapy body and 
bath oils are convenient and ready to 
use for massage, as a moisturising 
oil or in the bath. Readily absorbed, 
they leave your skin feeling hydrated, 
nourished and lightly scented with the 
benefits of pure essential oils. Blended 
in an enriching base of cold pressed 
carrier oils including sweet almond, 
soya bean, jojoba, wheatgerm, rose hip 
and vitamin E. Each body oil has been 
specially formulated by Aromatherapy 
professionals.

• Available in 100ml

body oilsbody oils
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BALANCE
SCMBNAL100R

with bergamot, clary sage, geranium
Take time out, look after yourself and 
experience the gentle touch of pure 

essential oils to balance
and harmonise. Massage into back,

tummy, lower back, legs and feet.
May also be used in the bath.

BODY TONE
SCMBBOT100R

with black pepper, fennel, grapefruit
Plant extracts provide a warming and 

stimulating boost to tone and firm 
“orange peel” skin along with exercise 

and a healthy diet. Massage twice daily 
into affected areas. 

JETLAG / CIRCULATION
SCMBCIR100R

with cajeput, cypress, petitgrain
When your body is feeling sluggish or 

congested or needs a boost after air 
travel, massage is the perfect helper. 

Use with lymphatic drainage massage
on affected areas twice daily. 

SPORTS RUB / REVIVE RUB
SCMBMUS100R
with nutmeg, rosemary, tropical basil
Bring warming comfort to general aches 
and pains with an aromatherapy massage. 
The soothing properties of pure essential 
oils together with the benefits of massage 
help to give temporary relief to muscular 
tension, stress and lower back pain. 
Massage into affected areas as required. 
Or use after sports or a workout at the gym. 

PEACEFUL
SCMBPSLE100R
with lavender, marjoram, sandalwood
Essential oils are nature’s gift with
soothing qualities to relax and calm a 
busy and active mind. Great for children 
too. Massage into feet and tension spots 
on neck, back and shoulders.

RELAX  
SCMBREL100R
with lavender, mandarin, patchouli
Life can be stressful and hectic. 
Aromatherapy offers soothing and 
calming properties of true lavender 
to encourage relaxation and serenity. 
Nurturing and grounding to refresh the 
spirit. Use in massage or in the bath.
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premium carrier oilspremium carrier oils
Biossentials premium carrier oils are carefully extracted to retain their superior 
nutritive, healing and moisturising qualities. 100% natural plant oils retain their 

vitamin, nutrient and anti-oxidant properties. They may be used unscented or 
personalised with pure essential oils or essential oil blends to enhance their 

beneficial qualities for face, hair, bath or massage. It is recommended to store 
natural carrier oils in a cool dark place away from direct sunlight.

ALMOND SWEET OIL - prunis dulcis
100ml   |   SCVOALMP100R

An excellent carrier oil for facial and body massage.
Exceptional emollient properties soften, recondition and moisturise the skin. 

Good for use on the hands and also for irritated, chapped or dry skin.
Light and odour free.

JOJOBA OIL - simmondsia chinensis
50ml   |   SCVOJOJ50R

A light, pure liquid wax Jojoba closely resembles the
skin sebum. Excellent properties with a very stable and long shelf life. Helps 
to nourish and protect the skin and hair from the elements. Good choice for 

facial blends. Wonderful natural oil for baby massage.

ROSEHIP OIL ORGANIC - rosa eglanteria
10ml   |   SCVOROS10R

High source of essential fatty acids (EFAs) which are found useful to assist 
dry, irritated and weathered skin. Rosehip oil has been used in the treatment 

of scars, burns and stretchmarks and may be beneficial to improve the 
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

See Tropical Spa products for Argan Nut Oil and Virgin Coconut Oil.
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9salt scrubssalt scrubs
Biossentials exfoliating body scrubs provide 
an aromatherapy skin exfoliation treatment 
that effectively removes dead skin cells to 
reveal glowing, softer and revitalised skin. 

Our DIY ‘Your Personal Spa’ salt scrub kits 
contain everything needed to create vibrant 

and refreshing SPA quality body scrubs at 
home, freshly prepared for optimum results. 

Created from the finest 100% natural 
cruelty free ingredients. Does not contain 

petroleum or animal products, artificial 
colourings, preservatives, fragrances, 

stabilisers or chemicals.

GINGER SALT SCRUB KIT
SCBCSSKGINR

Vibrantly fresh Ginger Salt Scrub
with Lime, Ginger and Lemongrass is 
everyones SPA favourite to awaken and 
energise the skin leaving it refined and 
lightly moisturised. Perfect for spongy
or orange peel skin and for pedicure 
exfoliating treatments.

JUNIPER SALT SCRUB KIT
SCBCSSKJUNR

Invigorating and uplifting Juniper Salt
Scrub with Juniperberry, Rosemary
and Grapefruit is the perfect SPA detox 
experience. Tones and revitalises
the skin leaving it refined and lightly
moisturised.

ROSE EXFOLIATING SALT SCRUB KIT
SCBCSSKROSR

Deliciously enriching super gentle Rose Salt 
Scrub with Himalayan mineral salt leaves 
the skin fragrantly refreshed and renewed. 
May also be used in foot spa, bath or to 
soften the hands before a manicure. Leaves 
the skin lightly moisturised and beautifully 
fragranced.

Each Kit contains scrub sachets, moisturising 
oil and lotion, blending jar and how-to-use 
instructions.



Enjoy the benefits of pure nature in 
enclosed environment and rooms 
with Biossentials 100% natural 
aromatherapy air fresheners. Contains 
100% pure essential oils. Does 
not contain artificial fragrances or 
ingredients. Suitable for use as linen 
and wardrobe spray.

• Available in 220ml spray bottle

air freshenerair freshener
& linen sprays& linen sprays
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100gm   |   SCBCSOAPBM100

Biossentials Botanica Aroma body bar
with lucious rose petals gently exfoliates
and cleanses your skin to perfection.
Contains naturally fragrant botanicals and 
delicately scented essential oils of rose 
geranium, lavender and patchouli to soothe
and calm the senses. 

air freshener select ionsair freshener select ions   
SCRFCLE100R   |   CLEAN AIR   

Protecting and Cleansing
Contains pure essential oils of Eucalyptus,

Myrtle, Tea Tree, Pine Needle, Lemon, 
and Peppermint

SCRFLAV100R   |   LAVENDER
Peaceful and Relaxing

Contains pure essential oil of Lavender 
(lavandula angustifolia)

SCRFLEMG100R   |   LEMONGRASS
Energising and Uplifting

Contains pure essential oil of Lemongrass 
(cymbopogon citrasus)

SCRFROSG100R   |   ROSE GERANIUM
Balancing and Harmonising

Contains pure essential oil of Rose
Geranium (pelargonium graveolens)

SCRFPSLE100R   |   PEACEFUL Soothing 
and Relaxing

Contains pure essential oils of:
Lavender, Orange Sweet, Sandalwood 
West Australia, Ylang Ylang, Marjoram 

Sweet and Sandalwood East India, with 
Aqua, Vegetable Derived Dispersant and 

Grapefruit Seed Extract

botanical aromabotanical aroma
exfoliating body barexfoliating body bar

1
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PREMIUM LUXURY EYE PILLOW
XSCMALEP

comes in organza bag with beaded closure.
Perfect gift item. Large size is especially comforting 

with washable outer cover. All natural ingredients 
including organic flax seed, lavender flowers and  

pure Lavender essential oil. Does not contain 
artificial fragrances.

SATIN OR SILK EYE PILLOW
XSCMAEPWASRR

with lavender is a great way to relieve the effects 
of stress. Placed over the eyes the combination of 

darkness, light pressure on eyelids and lavender 
helps to soothe headace, migraines, stress and 

tension. All natural ingredients including organic flax 
seed, lavender flowers and pure lavender essential 
oil. Comes in attractive packaging with how to use 
instructions. Does not contain artificial fragrances.

COMFORT / HEAT PILLOW
REMOVABLE COVER

XSCMACPRCR

provides warming or cooling relief for
muscular aches and pains when placed on
the affected areas. It can be used as either

a hot or cold compress. Beneficial for the
body care professional, the comfort pillow
is a useful accessory which can easily be

incorporated into a spa treatment program.
Contains all natural ingredients including

organic linseed, lavender flowers and
pure lavender essential oil. Comes with

removable and washable outer cover.
Durable and long lasting design.

scented accessoriesscented accessories
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Create a healthy and relaxing aromatic environment in your spa, salon, business or home with 
Biossentials 100% natural essential oils and our new multi functional Ultrasonic Aroma Diffuser.

The heat-free aromatherapy diffusers use ultrasonic vibrations (up to 2.5 million vibrations per 
second) to instantly break down essential oils and water into tiny micro-particles dispersing them 
into the air in a fine aromatic mist. The mist penetrates the air more effectively, is absorbed more 
easily and optimises the therapeutic benefits of Biossentials pure essential oils.

The Benefits of Ultrasonic Diffusion include: Immediately creates a natural aromatic atmosphere
• Purifies the environment and minimises pollutants • Heat-free for greater therapeutic benefits
• Moisturises the skin from drying effects of air conditioning • No candles, quiet, safe and effective
• Auto shut off when waterless • Calming mood light options to create the ambience you desire.

Our new ultrasonic aromatherapy diffusers will create an elegant ambience to any environment.

PROFESSIONAL DIFFUSER
VDPROLM168

500ml capacity / Ultrasonic rate 2.4MHZ
Max time 10 hours, Auto off when waterless
9 coloured or warm light, independent light control
Adjustable mist (High / Low)
Effective area: Aroma 40M2, Humidity 25M2
Product Size (mm): Ø 168 x 121
Power: AC100-240V DC: 24V 650MA

ultrasonic ultrasonic aroma diffusersaroma diffusers
1
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AMBIANCE ULTRASONIC DIFFUSER
VDAMBLM008

120ml capacity / Ultrasonic rate 2.4MHZ
Max time 6 hours, auto off when waterless
3 coloured lights, independent light control
Effective area: Aroma 15M2, Humidity 8M2

30 second intermittent cycle mist
Product Size (mm): Ø 100 x 140
Power: AC100-240V DC: 12V 1A

MINI USB ULTRASONIC DIFFUSER
VDMNLM002

100ml capacity / Ultrasonic rate 2.4MHZ
With USB C connector for laptop and car

Working time 4H-5H, auto off when waterless
Changing LED coloured lights

Product Size (mm): 12mm (H) x 8.5mm (W)
Power: AC 100-240V DC: 5V 500MA

1
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LUMA AROMA ULTRASONIC CERAMIC 
DIFFUSER

VDPR320CS

100ml capacity / Ultrasonic rate 2.4MHZ
7 colourful changeable LED lights

Max time 6 hours, auto off when waterless
Mist mode intermittent / continuous

Comes with power adapter
Product Size (mm): 70 (L) X 153 (H)
Power: DV24V / 0.65A / 8W / 2.4HZ

AROMA-GLOW ULTRASONIC CERAMIC
DIFFUSER

VDPR145CS

280ml capacity / Ultrasonic rate 2.4MHZ
Operating time 12 hour continuous

24 hours intermittent mode
Warm lighting

Timer mode: 1H / 3H / 8H
Comes with power adapter

Product Size (mm): 148 x 148 x 125
Power: DC24V, 12W

1
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Our new ceramic ultrasonic aromatherapy diffusers 
will create an elegant ambience to any environment.



Step into nature’s garden every time you 
experience our Lavender Collection range 
of products.

The Lavender Collection brings together 
two of nature’s most favorite essential oils. 
Organic Lavender and Bergamot each 
contain valuable properties to enhance 
wellbeing and uplift the spirit. Lavender 
traditional home remedy is favoured to 
soothe and nurture the skin and help relax 
body and mind. Bergamot is a superb oil 
for the skin and its fresh sweet scent
is a perfect choice to calm tension, worry 
and anxiety. 

The fragrant energies of certified organic 
lavender and bergamot essential oils 
enriched with naturally derived plant
ingredients brings a soothing sense of 
tranquility and calm. Dream of lavender 
fields and feel wonderfully relaxed and at 
peace. 

1
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10ml   |   SCLCMC10R

Soothe your mind and body with the uplifting energies of organic
bergamot combined with relaxing organic lavender and grounding
cedarwood for a blissful state of relaxation. Use in aroma burner, bath,
compress or blended with unscented carrier oil or other base products.

The 10ml essential oil blend comes boxed with how to use instructions.

hair carehair care
Lavender Collection shampoo and conditioner with pure
plant oils gently cleanse and nourish for soft manageble hair.

Lavender Collection Shampoo
200ml   |   SCLCSHAM200R
 
Plant derived shampoo infused with pure organic lavender
and bergamot with soothing aloe vera gently cleanses the hair
and scalp leaving it refreshed and lightly scented. 

Lavender Collection Conditioner
200ml   |   SCLCCON200R 
 
Delicately scented Lavender Collection conditioner enriched
with pure jojoba hydrates and nourishes the hair and scalp
leaving the hair soft, shiny and manageable.

essential oil blendessential oil blend
1
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The fragrant energies of pure organic lavender and bergamot
gently uplift and calm body and mind. Available as lavender
body oil, shower gel and moisturising lotion. 

Lavender Collection Body and Bath Oil
100ml   |   SCLCMB100R
 
Massage away stress and tension while you enjoy the 
fragrant energies of pure organic lavender and bergamot 
essential oils. Your skin will feel soft and lightly moisturised 
and your body and mind relaxed and calm. Every 100ml body 
oil comes boxed with how to use instructions.

Lavender Collection Shower and Bath Gel 
200ml   |   SCLEBGEL200R
 
Delicately scented shower and bath gel with aloe vera gently 
cleanses and nourishes your skin. Breathe deeply and uplift the 
senses as the fragrant energies of pure organic lavender and 
bergamot essential oils calm and refresh your body and mind. 
 
Lavender Collection Moisturising Lotion
200ml   |   SCLCML200R 

Step into Nature’s garden every time you moisturise your
skin with Biossentials Lavender Collection Moisturising 
lotion. Silky smooth lotion gently hydrates and calms your skin 
leaving it delicately scented. Excellent for sun damaged skin, 
rashes and irritations.  Breathe deeply and nourish the senses.  

body carebody care
1
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100gm   |   SCLCEBB

Lavender body bar is vegan friendly
created with extra coconut oils to give a
rich creamy lather to cleanse and purify
the skin. Especially kind to the environment,
our biodegradable body bar is free from
animal derived ingredients, skin irritants,
phosphates, dyes or additives. 

travel settravel set
Our handy five piece Lavender Collection
travel set makes an ideal travel companion.  
 

Lavender Collection Travel Set 
SCLCAS5

The Lavender Collection travel set comes complete
with a handy plastic pouch. Each set contains 30ml
Shower Gel, Moisturise Lotion, Shampoo, Conditioner
and Body oil. Makes a perfect gift. 
 

lavender body barlavender body bar 1
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Scent your environment naturally at home or office with our lavender collection aroma 
burners and pure essential oil blend. Take time out, destress and enjoy a few relaxing 

moments with our beautifully fragrant lavender collection eye pillow.

Lavender Collection Eye Pillow - Organic
SCLCEP

 
Relax with our Lavender Collection natural aromatherapy

eye pillow to soothe away stress and tension. Breathe deeply
and surround the senses with the pure fragrant energy of

pure lavender oil. Placed over the eyes, the gentle soothing
pressure on the eyelids and sinus is the perfect way to feel

calm and relaxed. Nature friendly and free from artificial
fragrances, petrochemicals or preservatives. Comes boxed with

how to use instructions.

scented accessoriesscented accessories
2
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FACIAL CARE
COLLECTION
with certified organic ingredients

Biossentials organic skin care provides the 
support and nourishment your skin needs 
to feel healthy, glowing and balanced. 
Pure essential oils and botanicals rich in 
phyto-nutrients contain enzymes, vitamins, 
minerals and anti-oxidants that work together 
in perfect synergy to energise your skin cells, 
stimulate circulation, enhance elimination 
and encourage regeneration.

To create a personalised skin therapy 
program select the products that will 
uniquely benefit your individual skin type 
and follow our easy 1-2-3 step daily skin 
care routine.

Created with heart, Biossentials accredited 
cruelty free natural skin care products are 
never tested on animals and are free from 
animal products, parabens, petro-chemicals,
artificial fragrances, alcohol & harsh chemicals.  
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Natural Cleansing Lotion
100ml   |   SCFCCLE100R

 
Biossentials skin friendly natural cleansing 

lotion gently removes impurities from the skin 
leaving it soft and smooth with actives aloe 

vera, almond and sesame oils. Fragrance 
free. To create an aromatherapy cleanse, add 

2-3 drops of selected essential oils to 10ml 
cleansing lotion and blend well.

Suitable for all skin types.

Facial Cleansing Foam
150ml   |   SCFCLFF150R 

Biossentials purifying facial cleansing foam 
effectively removes excess oil and pore 
clogging impurities that can lead to skin 

irritation and imperfections. Use twice daily  
to support your skin’s natural balance. 

The rich lathering foam infused with organic 
bergamot and lavender pure essential oils 
cleanses oily skin leaving it refreshed and 

comfortable. 100% soap free natural formula 
is free from sulphates, parabens, mineral  

oils and animal ingredients. 

Facial Polish
8gm   |   SCFCFPS8

Exfoliating facial polish contains beautifully 
fragrant 100% natural botanical granules that 

gently lifts grime and dead skin cells.
Add a pinch of facial polish to
cleansing lotion, blend gently

and apply to the face.  

Ultra Lite Moisturiser
SCFCULM100R   |   100ml

Ultra Lite Moisturiser contains 100% all 
natural plant ingredients. Light comfortable 
texture is readily absorbed providing 
essential hydrating action suitable for all 
skin types including sensitive. Fragrance 
Free formula is free from mineral oils, animal 
ingredients, fragrances, parabens, and harsh 
chemicals. Contains macadamia, coconut 
and almond plant oils.

2
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Biossentials Essential Harmony Facial Essences are exquisitely formulated by Aromatherapy 
experts to restore, revive and rejuvenate the skin. Each nourishing essence contains a 
balanced blend with certified organic 100% pure and natural plant extracts, essential oils and 
skin friendly hydrating face oils. Select the treatment oil that matches your skin type for targeted 
results and feel the difference our chemical free essences bring to your skin. For optimal effect 
use morning and night.  Readily absorbed, non clogging formulations. 
• Available in 10ml bottle with dropper & usage instructions boxed

Acneic Skin   |   SCFCEHFACR10R
92.85% Certified Organic Ingredients 
Formulated to balance sebaceous gland over 
activity, unblock clogged pores, soothe irritation 
and improve skin condition. Actives include: 
Palmarosa with skin toning and antibacterial 
properties, Peppermint Eucalyptus helps to 
unblock clogged pores, Ylang Ylang with 
antiseptic properties to balance and soothe. 
Plus Organic Jojoba & Peach Kernel with 
Centella, Calendula & Vit C.

Normal / Dry Skin   |   SCFCEHFBNOR10R
94% Certified Organic Ingredients
Formulated to stimulate and balance sebaceous 
gland function to refine skin texture and nourish 
for softer, glowing moisturised skin. Actives: 
Exquisite Bulgarian Rose & Rose Otto for 
super hydration and to nourish, Geranium to 
balance sebum production and soothe the skin, 
Lavender for its gentle skin properties. Plus 
Organic Camellia, Jojoba & Almond Oils to 
protect and nourish the skin.

aromatherapy facial essencesaromatherapy facial essences
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Combination Skin   |   SCFCEHFBOI10R
 92.9% Certified Organic Ingredients
Aromatherapy facial essence for oily or combination skin is 
formulated to reduce overactivity of sebaceous glands and 
the occurence of acne. To tone, balance and encourage 
a glowing skin that is refined and clear. Actives: Spike 
Lavender to tone and nourish, Bergamot to balance sebum 
production, Thuja with soothing and astringent properties, 
Mandarin reduces oily skin. Plus Organic Jojoba, Apricot 
Kernel oils with Vit E.

Mature / Devitalised Skin   |   SCFCEHFBMAR10R
 92.87% Certified Organic Ingredients
This exquisite essence with natural anti-aging properties 
contains nature’s finest pure essential oils to stimulate, 
enrich and restore skin texture.   Actives: Bulgarian Rose is 
hydrating and regenerating, Cistus for toning, Frankincense 
deters fine lines and wrinkles and Neroli for skin regeneration 
and dryness.Plus organic Jojoba, Evening Primrose and 
Rosehip plant oils with Sandalwood Nut Exract to preserve 
hydration, texture and integrity of the skin.

Sensitive Skin   |   SCFCEHFBSE10R
91.3% Certified Organic Ingredients
Aromatherapy facial essence for sensitive skin to effectively 
calm and soothe irritation, redness and reactive skin.  
Actives: Chamomile soothing and nourishing, Lavender 
non aggravating, comforting and supporting properties, 
Australian Sandalwood calms irritations and hydrates.
Plus Organic Jojoba, Avocado and Calendula to hydrate, 
nourish and soften.
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100% natural genuine floral waters are derived 
from the steam distillation of aromatic plants 
and flowers. The most soothing water soluble 
compounds found in the plant (including small 
amounts of essential oils) are naturally contained 
in the floral waters. Alcohol free pure floral waters 
gently tone, hydrate and refresh the skin. Use daily 
as a natural skin toner. May also be used as a 
body spray or as a pick-me up-spritzer. 

• Available in 100ml spray bottle & boxed

floral water tonersfloral water toners

Chamomile Blend Floral Water Organic
SCFCPFWCHAM100R
A combination of German Chamomile, Bulgarian 
Damask Rose and Lavender organic floral waters 
are especially soothing and gentle for sensitive and 
delicate skin. Also useful for tired and red eyes due
to strain, allergy or airborne pollution.

Lavender Floral Water Organic
SCFCPFWLAV100R
Created from the distillation of Organic Lavender
Essential Oil. Useful for mildly blemished or
oily skin with natural anti-bacterial properties. 
Gently tones, refreshes and hydrates the skin
with calming and balancing properties. Helps to 
soothe sunburned and irritated skin. 

Damask Rose Floral Water
Organic
SCFCPFWROS100R
Created from the distillation of the exquisite 
Bulgarian Damask Rose Essential Oil. Contains 
humectant properties useful for dry, dehydrated, 
sensitive and coupe rose skin. Refreshing and 
soothing to the skin, beautifully fragrant rose
floral water can also be used to gently scent
the hair or body. 
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Acneic / Congested Skin
SCFCKCLAGAR

Congested / Acneic skin facial care kit
contains selected products to assist 

sebaceous gland over-activity, unblock 
clogged pores, and reduce inflammation 

providing your skin a deep cleansing and 
penetrating facial to tone, purify and heal.

Combination Skin
SCFCKCLAGOR

Combination skin facial care kit
contains selected products to regulate 

sebum activity and provide your skin
with a balancing and purifying facial

that tones and nourishes.

Normal / Dry Skin
SCFCKCLAPNR

Normal / Dry skin facial care kit contains 
selected products to balance and refine the 

skin. The softening and nourishing facial
will revitalise and moisturise for glowing 

fresh skin.

Mature / Devitalised Skin
SCFCKCLARMR

Mature / Devitalised skin facial care kit
contains selected products with natural anti-
aging properties to stimulate and enrich the 

skin.Each renewing facial will hydrate and 
revive the skin.

Sensitive Skin
SCFCKCLAPSR

Sensitive Skin facial care kit contains 
selected natural products that are

gentle to delicate skin and provide a comforting 
facial that soothes, balances and calms.

“home spa”“home spa”
facial care kitsfacial care kits
Enhance your daily skin care program
with a deep cleansing Aromatherapy facial 
at home. Biossentials “Your Home Spa”
Facial Care Kit contains everything you need 
to create four complete professional facials 
for skin that feels deeply cleansed, nourished, 
and refined. What’s more the mini size products 
in each kit are convenient for travel.

Each kit contains: Cleansing Lotion, Facial 
Polish, Clay Masque Sachets, Pure Damask 
Rose Floral Water, Hydrating Lotion, Facial 
Essence, blending bowl and how-to-use 
instructions.

Available for Acneic, Oily, Mature, Normal 
and Sensitive Skin.
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Biossentials ‘Your Tropical Spa’  range offers an exotic
selection of Asian inspired spa and lifestyle products for home, work or leisure. 

The warm natural essences captured in our delightful array of tropical spa 
products will calm and soothe the senses with pure fragrances from nature. 





Get Tropical with Biossentials exotic Tropical Spa Collection pure essential oil blends. Derived 
from 100% pure flower and plant essences our four captivating essential oil blends of Tropical 
Energy, Passion, Relax and Spice capture the rich aromatic signature of a tropical garden to 
enrich the senses, nurture the body and soothe the spirit.

• Available in 10ml retail packaging
TROPICAL ENERGY
SCTSMBTENE10R
 
Experience Biossentials Tropical Energy blend 
of invigorating pure essential oils with the zesty 
fragrance of lemongrass, lime and ginger to 
refresh, uplift and recharge the senses.
With Lemongrass, Lime and Ginger

TROPICAL RELAX
SCTSMBTRE10R
 
Biossentials Tropical Relax soothing blend 
of pure essential oils with ho leaf, geranium, 
cedarwood & vetiver infused with a light floral 
burst of ylang ylang to gently calm and relax 
body and mind.
With Ho Leaf, Cedarwood and Vetiver

TROPICAL PASSION
SCTSMBTPASS10R

Caress and excite the senses with Biossentials 
Tropical Passion sensuous blend of exotic 
floral sensations of jasmine, ylang ylang and 
rose infused with bergamot and cinnamon.
With Jasmine, Ylang Ylang and Rose.

TROPICAL SPICE
SCTSMBTSPI10R
 
Biossentials warm exotic Tropical Spice blend 
with rich mystical fragrances of frankincense, 
myrrh & sandalwood infused with clove, vanilla 
and patchouli embraces the spirit of peace 
and tranquility.
With Clove, Patchouli & Sandalwood.

TROPICAL KAFFIR LIME
SCTSMCKLIM
Biossentials new exotic blend of 100% 
pure, natural essential oils of Kaffir Lime, 
Lemongrass and Ginger has an invigorating, 
refreshing, energising fragrance for diffusion 
or blended with carrier oil, fragrance free body 
products
With Kaffir Lime, Lemongrass Ginger.

essential oil blendsessential oil blends
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Enjoy the uplifting, soothing, energising and fragrant properties of our new selection of Tropical 
Spa Collection 100% pure and natural essential oils. 

• Available in 10ml retail packaging

essential oilsessential oils
3
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CINNAMON
Create an uplifting, warm, ambiance with 
the rich, spicy and woody aromatic scent of 
Cinnamon pure essential oil.

LEMONGRASS
Tropical Lemongrass with its crisp, refreshing, 
grassy-lemony natural fragrance instantly 
creates a fresh, energising atmosphere.

LIME
Pure exotic lime aromatic essential oil has a 
refreshing invigorating citrus scent that will 
uplift and enhance any environment.

PEPPERMINT
Breathe deeply and feel the uplifting, fresh, 
minty aroma of pure Peppermint essential oil to 
instantly awaken and energise the senses.

GINGER
Spicy and warming Ginger pure essential oil has 
warming, stimulating and comforting properties.

LAVENDER
Wonderfully relaxing and healing True Lavender 
has a warm, fresh, herbaceous floral scent.  
Everyone’s favourite for home, office or travel.

PATCHOULI
Experience the grounding and soothing 
properties of Patchouli essential oil and enjoy its 
warm, earthy,rich, woody balsamicscent.

YLANG YLANG
Create a special romantic, sensuous mood with 
pure Ylang Ylang and delight in the rich, floral 
spicey scent with a hint of woody notes.



body oilsbody oils
Experience a tropical sensation with Biossentials exotic selection of tropical spa body and bath oils. Match 
your mood with our four captivating oils of Tropical Energy, Passion, Relax or Spice. Each pure and natural 
moisturising oil contains a blend of cold pressed carrier oils and pure essential oils to soothe and relax 
body and mind.

• Available in 100ml retail packaging
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TROPICAL PASSION
SCTSMBTPASS100R
with jasmine, ylang ylang, rose
Feel the PASSION with Biossentials sensuous 
tropical spa body oil. As you breathe in the 
exotic floral sensations of jasmine, ylang ylang 
and rose infused with bergamot, cedarwood 
and cinnamon feel the natural plant oils caress 
and soothe your body and mind.

TROPICAL SPICE
SCTSMBTSPI100R
with clove, patchouli, sandalwood
Embrace the warm exotic aromas of Tropical 
SPICE body oil and experience the rich mystical
fragrances of myrrh, frankincense & sandalwood 
infused with vanilla and star anise. Take time 
out to unwind, relax and feel at peace.
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TROPICAL ENERGY
SCTSMBTENE100R
with lemongrass, lime, ginger
Be ENERGISED with Biossentials tropical blend of invigorating natural plant oils. Feel the zesty fragrant 
energy of lemongrass, lime and ginger refresh, uplift and recharge the senses.

TROPICAL RELAX
SCTSMBTREL100R
with ho leaf, cedarwood, vetiver
Enjoy a RELAXED tropical spa experience with Biossentials soothing blend of natural plant oils. 
Breathe deeply and feel the calming sensations of ho leaf, vetiver, sandalwood and cedarwood 
infused with a light floral burst of ylang ylang. Relax and unwind as you gently massage away stress 
and tension.
 
URUTAN MALAYSIA 
SCTSMBUM100R
with lemongrass, kaffir lime, ginger
With pandan infused coconut oil, pure essential oils of kaffir lime and lemongrass with a hint of ginger 
is the perfect “ramuan” of botanicals inspired by the local flora of tropical Asia. 
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tropical spatropical spa
aromatherapy roller ballsaromatherapy roller balls
Enjoy the convenience of using our popular range of therapeutic extra strength aromatherapy 
oils from a handy easy-to-apply roller ball. No mess, no fuss application to carry and apply 
anywhere, anytime. A must have companion for health and wellness. 

Each roller ball contains a powerful targeted blend of 100% pure and natural essential oils 
blended with premium Jojoba oil. 

• Every 10ml essential oil blend comes boxed with how-to-use instructions

AWAKEN and revive the senses with uplifting 
geranium, lemon, rosemary, peppermint. 
For clarity and focus, this energising blend 
contains uplifting and invigorating plant oils. 

Perfect for home, office or study.

BALANCE a women’s best friend with clary 
sage, bergamot, jasmine, geranium. Feel 
the gentle natural touch of pure essential 
oils as they work in synergy to help bring a 
sense of BALANCE and harmony to body 

and mind.
  

BREATHE to clear, fortify and refresh with 
eucalyptus, myrtle, peppermint, pine. Inhale 
the refreshing, cleansing and purifying oils 
when you are not feeling your best or need 

a pick me up. 
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tropical spatropical spa
aromatherapy roller ballsaromatherapy roller balls
BUG OFF protect yourself naturally with lemon eucalyptus, 
citronella, lime, lemongrass. The natural deterrent benefits of 
Bug Off helps protect against irritating insects. Non-toxic, does 
not contain DEET.

Feel CALM tranquil and relaxed with mandarin, lavender, 
patchouli, yarrow. Relax, de-stress and release stress and 
tension as you inhale the nurturing and grounding oils. Calm 
gently soothes body, mind and spirit. 

EASE the body with warming and soothing basil, nutmeg, 
rosemary, clove. Feel natural benefits to body discomforts with 
EASE relieving and stimulating oils. Perfect for travel, yoga, 
sports or gym workout.

Feel PEACEFUL with sandalwood, chamomile, marjoram, 
lavender oils that help calm a busy and active mind. Use 
before bedtime for a calm and restful sleep. A great travelling 
companion for jetlag and time changes. 



tropical selections kittropical selections kit
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traditional bodytraditional body
treatment sachetstreatment sachets

Asian secrets of beauty and balance
      Now, Biossentials traditional body treatments

      are available in single use sachets. Open
      a sachet, blend with water and you are
      ready to enjoy a nurturing tropical body

      experience any where any time.  

SCTSBOREHS35   |   BOREH SPICE

Boreh is a long standing traditional Balinese 
treatment created for the cool monsoon months 

to give warming and stimulating comfort to 
the body. It also exfoliates and tones the skin. 
Created from a blend of fragrant Asian spices 

and herbs, Boreh has evolved into a spa 
favourite evoking a warm aromatic sensation. 

SCTSCOFFEES35   |   COFFEE REVIVE

Deliciously fragrant revitalising coffee body scrub 
from the exotic island of Borneo is rich in natural 

fruit acids and caffeine combined with potent 
herbs to stimulate, tone and exfoliate the skin. 

Enjoy the heavenly aroma as you cleanse, 
re-energise and invigorate the body. Use on 

cellulite prone areas.

SCTSMOCS35   |   BORNEO MOCOCA

Sourced from exotic Borneo’s diverse plant 
kingdom Mococa with coco, rice and coconut 
milk provide soothing nourishment to the skin 

whilst delighting the senses. Theobroma cacao is 
rich in anti-oxidant properties, vitamins & minerals. 
The soft delicious fragrance & benefits of Mococa 

is the ultimate spa experience.



 

JAVANESE LULUR   |   SCTSLULURS35

The royal courts of Java, Indonesia have used 
Lulur for hundreds of years as a purifying health 
and beauty ritual. Queen of the body treatments 
Lulur is renowned to purify, soften and improve 
skin texture leaving a luminous golden glow.

HIBISCUS & ROSE   |   SCTSHRSS35   

Hibiscus & Rose asian beauty ritual gently 
exfoliates and brightens the skin leaving it soft, 
smooth and lightly scented with pure essential 
oils. Ground rice is rich in orizanol, protein and 
amino acids that encourages cell renewal. Ideal 
for delicate and sensitive skin. Use on hands, 
feet and body as a gentle scrub and mask.

COCONUT & VANILLA   |   SCTSCVBWS35   

Heavenly scented coconut and vanilla body 
polish with pure vanilla combined with enriching 
coconut milk and ground rice reveals smooth, 
delicately scented skin. The properties of rice 
have been used in asian beauty treatments 
for centuries to gently exfoliate, smoothen and 
naturally brighten the skin’s texture.
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virgin coconut oilvirgin coconut oil
100ml   |   SCVOCOCV100R

Biossentials 100% natural premium cold pressed virgin coconut oil is 
extracted using traditional methods to ensure maximum benefits for 
beauty, health and balance.

For beautiful shiny hair apply a few drops to seal and retain moisture, 
hydrate dry ends, strengthen the hair or tame the frizz.

For body and face, the superior moisturising properties of coconut oil 
replenishes the skin without feeling greasy. Virgin coconut oil is also a 
healthy addition in the diet with a light fresh taste and nutty scent.

argan nut oil organicargan nut oil organic
30ml   |   SCVOJIARG30

Biossentials 100% pure organic cold pressed Argan oil is hand 
extracted retaining its many beneficial ingredients. Does not 
contain silicas, additives, fragrance or chemicals. 

Good for use on face, 
body, hair and nails.
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100gm   |   SCBCSOAPCM100

Delicious Coffee Mint body bar buffs 
and cleanses your skin to perfection 
with natural exfoliating coffee 
granules from tropical Borneo and  
refreshing peppermint. Breathe in the
uplifting fragrance and awaken the 
senses.

coffee mint & java lulur exfoliating coffee mint & java lulur exfoliating 
body barsbody bars

100gm   |   SCBCSOAPJL100

Traditional Java Lulur body bar stimulates 
and purifies your skin with natural exfoliating 
turmeric and ginger from tropical Malaysia. 

Your skin will feel revived and energised.
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Biossentials tropical spa range of smooth 
hydrating moisturising lotions seal in natural
moisture to keep your skin soft and smooth. 
Enriched with natural plant oils and hydrating 
butters enhanced with pure essential oils for 
healthy glowing skin.
• Available in 220ml retail packaging with pump 

TROPICAL ENERGY
MOISTURISING LOTION
SCTSEML220R

Get energised. Moisturise your skin with
crisp and refreshing Tropical Energy hydrating
lotion containing natural plant essences.
Daily use seals in natural moisture to keep
your skin soft and smooth.
with Lemongrass, Ginger and Lime

TROPICAL PASSION
MOISTURISING LOTION
SCTSPASNML220R

Feel the Passion. Moisturise your skin with
uplifting and sensuous Tropical Passion
hydrating lotion to seal in natural moisture
for soft and smooth skin.
with Jasmine, Ylang ylang and Rose

TROPICAL RELAX
MOISTURISING LOTION
SCTSERML220R

Feel Relaxed. Moisturise your skin daily
with soothing and calming Tropical Relax
lotion & seal in natural moisture for soft
and smooth skin.
with Ho leaf, Cedarwood and Vetiver

Experience a tropical spa sensation every 
time you shower with Biossentials tropical
spa shower & bath gel. Gentle to the skin
the soothing blend of natural plant essences
enriched with pure essential oils caress and 
cleanse the body. 
• Available in 220ml retail packaging with pump 

TROPICAL ENERGY
SHOWER GEL
SCTSESBG220R

A crisp and revitalising shower and bath gel
that instantly cleanses and refreshes the
spirit. Tropical Energy is the perfect way to
get energised.
with Lemongrass, Ginger and Lime

TROPICAL PASSION
SHOWER GEL
SCTSPSBG220R

Tropical Passion exotic and sensuous
shower and bath gel brings passion and
inspiration into your day.
with Jasmine, Ylang ylang and Rose

TROPICAL RELAX
SHOWER GEL
SCTSRSBG220R

Feel relaxed every time you shower
with Tropical Relax shower and bath gel.
The rich blissful formula of essential oils
will calm, soothe and de-stress.
with Ho leaf, Cedarwood and Vetiver

body carebody care



scented scented accessoriesaccessories
Take time out and relax with Biossentials natural aromatherapy scented eye pillow. Feel the 
tension and stress melt away as you breathe deeply and surround the senses with the delicate 
aroma of pure essential oils.

Biossentials hand crafted tropical spa scented eye pillow are created in small batches for 
optimum freshness infused with our vibrantly fragrant pure essential oils.
 

RELAXING EYE PILLOW   |   XSCMATEP

A great way to relieve the effects of stress. Placed over the 
eyes the combination of darkness, light pressure on eyelids 
& lavender helps to relieve headaches, migraine, stress and 
tension. Contains all natural ingredients including organic 
flax seed, lavender flowers and pure essential oils. Does not 
contain artificial fragrances.
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TRADITIONAL BATIK EYE PILLOW   |   XSCBEP

Enjoy a relaxing moment with our aromatic tropical spa eye 
pillow. Feel stress and tension melt away as you breathe 
deeply and surround the senses with the delicate aroma of 
pure essential oils. The soothing pressure on the eyes and 
sinuses is the perfect natural way to feel calm and relaxed. 
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tropicaltropical
diffuser reedsdiffuser reeds
LEMONGRASS & MINT
Biossentials Lemongrass & Mint tropical aromatherapy  
diffuser reeds with pure essential oils of lemongrass 
and peppermint brings a zesty and refreshing scent to 
revive, invigorate and uplift your mood. Inhale gloriously 
and be instantly transported to an exotic, lush tropical 
landscape.

ENERGISE - a burst of shine
Biossentials ENERGISE uplifting aromatherapy diffuser 
reeds with pure grapefruit, lime and ginger essential 
oils continuously diffuses your space with a happy, 
refreshing fragrance. Inhale gloriously and enjoy the 
sunny exotic scent of a faraway tropical island.

SERENITY - peace & tranquility
Biossentials SERENITY calming aromatherapy 
diffuser reeds with the rich mystical essential oils 
diffuses your space with a warm, exotic fragrance. 
Inhale gloriously and experience a feeling of peace 
and tranquility.

Each Aromatherapy Diffuser Reed set includes 
100ml diffuser liquid, decorative  glass diffusion 
container and highly absorbing rattan diffusion 
reeds.
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tropical air freshenerstropical air fresheners
Enjoy the purity of nature with Biossentials tropical aromatherapy air fresheners with pure 
essential oils to revive and refresh your space with a selection of exotic tropical fragrances. 

ENERGISE Air Freshener with Grapefruit, Lime, Lemon, Lemongrass, Cypress, Litsea, 
Ginger.

UPLIFTING & REVIVING Energise tropical aromatherapy air freshener diffuses your space 
with a happy, refreshing and uplifting natural fragrance. 

LEMONGRASS & MINT Air Freshener with Lemongrass Cochin, Peppermint.

ZESTY & REFRESHING Lemongrass & Mint tropical aromatherapy air freshener is the perfect 
combination of zesty and refreshing pure essential oils to revive, invigorate and uplift your 
environment. 

SERENITY Air Freshener with Orange, Frankincense, Sandalwood, Patchouli, Myrrh, 
Nutmeg, Star Anise

Bring PEACE & TRANQUILITY into your space with SERENITY aromatherapy air freshener 
containing rich, mystical essential oils. Create a mood and enjoy the warm, exotic natural 
fragrances. 





Biossentials Luxury Batik Collection gift box is the epitome of “A Gift of Wellness”. 
Created with heart, our philosophy is to craft pure, therapeutic and all-natural 

products for Spa, Body and Beauty that emanates your natural radiance.

All Natural Gifting Ideas

BATIK COLLECTION



Enjoy our Luxury Batik Collection Gift Box with any 3 of the following:

• Luscious Hibiscus & Rose Body Scrub
• Heavenly Rose Bath Crystals
• Natural soya wax Aroma Candle with
  Black Vanilla & Cucumber

In the same series, we offer our delightful 
all-natural Aromatherapy roller ball essence 
perfume for Him and Her, accompanied by 
Black Vanilla natural wax candle to complete 
the mood. 

Luxury Batik Collection Gift BoxLuxury Batik Collection Gift Box 4
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For Him:
• Warm WOODY SPICE with pure essential oils of 
Frankincense, Patchouli, Nutmeg, Star Anise

For Her:
• Sensuous PURE PASSION with pure essential oils 
of Bergamot, Ylang Ylang, Jasmine, Rose
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